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Major News Stories include Start of Beatlemania, Zip codes implemented, Martin Luther
King, Jr. delivers his “I have a dream” speech, Studebaker the US Car Maker goes out of
business and ends production President John F Kennedy assassinated.

Cost of Living 1963

How Much things cost in 1963
Yearly Inflation Rate USA 1.24%
Year End Close Dow Jones Industrial Average 762
Average Cost of new house $12,650.00
Average Income per year $5,807.00
Gas per Gallon 29 cents
Average Cost of a new car $3,233.00
Loaf of bread 22 cents
Bedroom Air Conditioner $149.95
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Judging Chairman’s Message Spring 2017
This issue of the Spinners judging chairman’s
message is going to address the new paint matrix.
The new matrix is benefiting the owner and address
the fact that owners can no longer purchase or
apply a lacquer paint.
The process has undergone some modifications
that provides more opportunities to garner some
of the lost points from the previous matrix
The left side of the chart remain the same
“Does the body Paint appear to be Factory
Applied Material”? (Hood, Door and Truck ISE
Closed). Is the appearance consistent with
factory applied methods? The key things to look
for is moderate DOI (Distinctness of Image).
If the answer is “Yes” then no deduction. If the
answer is “No”, check for coverage below the
beltline for coverage, if the paint is identical
to the portion above the beltline, then deduct
20%. Most restored cars that have the
correct DOI will fall into this category.
A nice almost correct paint job.
Now to the right-hand side of the chart.
“Does the painted exterior surface exhibit
attributes consistent with Factory
Application Methods? (Hood, Door and
Truck, ISE ( if so equipped), Closed). If “Yes”, then
deduct 30%. This is the category that most
restorations fall into because the DOI is more
pronounced and owner had paid a small fortune to
have his/her Corvette stand out with a better than
factory paint job. There is nothing wrong with
having a great paint job. In the previous matrix, this
would garner a 50% deduction, so the benefit goes
to the owner. If the paint exhibits a very defined
DOI, the answer should be “NO”, this is the time
when the hood, trunk gutters ISE, door jambs, clear
coat build up on the edges is examined. If there was
an attempt to dull the jambs and gutters, but
exhibits some attributes of factory applied
methods, i.e. orange peel, deduct 70%. You just also
check for paint consistency to ensure it is the same
as the rest of the body. If the answer is “No” then
there is a 100% deduction. If there is a 100%
deduction, then no condition points can be awarded.

This can be viewed on our website
www.ncrsontario.org and can be downloaded.

The Paint Matrix presentation done at Rocco’s
garage give some more detail to the process
including an example of a 1967 body gives one a
better perspective of the process.
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Ontario Chapter Charity Swap Meet
The chapter held its annual swap meet at Wilson Niblett
Motors on Sunday March 5. By all accounts it was very
successful, with several parts being bought and sold.
The chapter raised $500 for Sick Kids Hospital and the
money will be donated on behalf of Wilson Niblett Motors.
This is one of the many charities they support.
Here are some photos from the day’s activities.

A sincere thank you to
Gord Wilson, Brian Hay
and their staff for
allowing NCRS Ontario
to utilize their facility.
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January Tech Session

The tech session in January was well attended
and was a great way to kick off the 2017 NCRS
Ontario season. All who attended enjoyed the
outing looking at Corvettes and hanging out in a
garage with car guys. What a way to spend a
January weekend! Have a look at the photos to
see what you missed out on if you were not
fortunate enough to attend. Plan to attend the
next tech session or host a session in your own
garage. Contact Pat Heimrath if you have an
idea for a tech session on your car.
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Chairmans Message - Spring 2017
Hi Everyone,
It was nice to see so many faces during our winter
events. At our swap meet we raised $500 for Sick Kids
Hospital.
For 2017 we are please to announce our newest chapter
sponsor, Stan’s Power Paint of Markham. Enzo Fazzina
from Stan’s will be hosting an upcoming event where he
will discuss paint technology , realistic costs and time
frames.
We would also like to welcome John DeLuca to our
chapter. A longstanding NCRS member who participated
at our regional with his top flight 65 roadster. John is a
wealth of information and happy to share with others.

I look forward to seeing you soon at an upcoming
event, please check your emails and the website for
updates. Stuart Cork our web master, has been
working diligently to update our site. Again we wish to
thank Michael Aniballi for his efforts over the last few
years as our web master.
Please remember to register for our chapter meet
this June 9-10 to be hosted by Wilson Niblett in
Richmond Hill.
I think it’s now time to open the garage !
Andy Goodman #9562

Recently I was at Sebring International Raceway for
some vintage racing. Corvettes have had and still do have
a strong presence at the track.
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Fuel Pumps - Buyer Beware By Pat Heimrath
This article will focus on how to determine whether a
fuel pump is an original or made up from donor parts. The
ones I’m familiar with are the 58-62 and 63-66, pumps
4656 and 4657 which are very similar in design and
function. The 4657 were used on most 63’s and 64 except
for the high performance 64’s. After reviewing some facts
on the TDB (Technical Discussion Board), this is the
conclusions I’ve drawn.

• Are the screws that hold it together slotted blackened
fillister head?

Here are some details to look for when shopping for an
original fuel pump.

Below are some photographs of what to look for when
trying to secure a correct pump.

• Is there a parting line (mold mark from the casting)?
• Are the numbers the correct font and size?
• Is the orientation of the fuel inlet and outlet have the
correct configuration?

• Does it have the AC cast in the top of the pump?
• Does it have the AC cast in the base?

Photo # 1 This pump was made up of donor parts
from other pumps claiming it is a 4657.

Photo # 2 This is missing the mold/casting mark
and the font that is too large compared to an
original and it has the wrong number stamped in
the body.

Photo # 3 This has the correct bottom; however,
the screws are round head zinc plated and should
be blackened slotted fillister head.

Photo # 4 This is an original unrestored 4656 pump,
AC on the top, 2 small holes on either side of the
top housing, and the mold/casting line.

Photo # 5 This is the mold line, the stamping with
correct size font, 3/32” to 7/64”, and the pin
configuration that secures the arm

Photo # 6 This is the base with AC casted in and the
slotted blackened screws of an original pump
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Fuel Pumps - Buyer Beware By Pat Heimrath

Photo # 7 Close up of stamping, note that the
numbers are not in a straight line, probably due to a
gang stamping process.

Photo # 8 A generic pump without AC, however, it is
almost identical to an original. There is not AC on
the top or the bottom. It has the correct looking
part line/casting marks

Photo # 10 This was the stamping I found on the
bottom side of the flange 4656AX on the generic
(service) replacement which probably indicates it is
for something other than a GM vehicle.

Photo # 11 This is the original with the correct fitting on the inlet and
outlet. Note the 45-degree angle on the inlet. This is connected by a
special fuel line hose from the steel line to the pump. Original rubber
hoses have a single crimp on the fitting, but replacements are double
crimped for safety reasons.

Photo # 9 This is the bottom of the replacement,
however, note the use of the correct screws. This
pump could have been manufactured by AC Spark
or another GM division, possibly for other
manufacturers.

This should be a guide when searching for an original pump. Be careful of pumps pieced together as they may not
function properly. I guess you are wondering why I’m so sure the pump I have is original, well I did open it to check
the diaphragm and it has an “AC” stamp on the metal part of the diaphragm. Happy hunting.
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1965 Corvette Window Sash By Tom Dingman
In 2014, I acquired a well used 1965 Corvette racer from
a fellow NCRS chapter member.
Looking back at the various snapshots provided by the
early owners/racers, it became clear that the vent
windows and the side window glass had been removed
prior to 1972. Since my objective is to restore this car for
both on and off road enjoyment, I feel working side
windows will be important.
By the way, the car came to me with a simple sheet
metal block off plate where the heater fits the firewall.
Other evidence indicates the car had a heater, so I have
added that to take the car back to the 1968-1969 time in it’s
history. Even if I only race this car, I think a defroster
might be important too.
Getting back to the side windows, I went to Carlisle and
visited E-bay in my effort to find replacement parts. I think
what I learned about the sash that holds the bottom edge
of the side windows is worth sharing. I also learned that
it is hard to distinguish between the right and left side
window regulators, if you don’t focus on the “guide hole”
that must be lined up before you start making comparisons.
Before learning this, I installed a left hand regulator in
the right side door, and then wondered why those little
nylon wheels were not going high enough to “roll” the
window fully up.
The bottoms of each side window are held (usually) by a
metal sash like the ones pictured here. The part is made
from two formed metal “shoes” attached to the bottom of
a slightly curved stainless steel channel. The glass is
held in the channel only if a correctly sized rubber strip is
wrapped around the bottom edge of the glass. (For
example, see Paragon number 3496, “mounting material”.
While looking for side windows, I noted more than one
application of “friction tape” on the bottom edge of the
glass, to replace the stuff GM used in production.)
Photo 1 – 1963 Corvette Coupe Window Sash. Note the
rectangle shape of the front shoe in the right side of this
photo. Remember it when we get to the convertible sash.

At a local shop, I was told that a simple cut to the front
end of a convertible window sash would convert the part
into a sash for a coupe. What I did not discover until after
this modification: This statement is true only if you are
going to install glass and the modified sash in a 1963
coupe. The 1964-1967 coupe sashes have a different rear
shoe, or metal bracket. Such a sash is unlike all the 1963
versions and C2 convertible versions. It is NOT designed
to slide in the “inside the door” rear window channel. Just
the glass slides down, inside the later coupe channels.
The sashes for all 1963s and the 1964-1967 convertibles
can be identified by the larger rear shoe designed to glide
inside the lower rear channel. These cars had no “fuzzy”
insert in the lower (inside the door) rear channel. Instead
the lower (inside the door) channels were lined with a thin
black fabric.
I have photographed a pair of 1964-1967 COUPE ONLY
window sashes. Note the smaller and thinner rear shoes
in photo 2a. The other photo shows the front end of the
pair.
Photos 2a and 2b – 1964-1967 Corvette Coupe Window
Sash Pair.
(Ed. Two sashes – Ends shown in separate photos.)
At this point, you might be wondering what the C2, or
midyear, convertible window sashes look like. They have
“bump stops” attached at each end, rusty in this photo. I
do not know if the unique 1963 Coupe versions used the
bump stop bracket on the rear shoe. I think not.
Note the longer length of the square front shoe (laying
flat) in this photo. This provides room for the bump stop
and attaching bolt. (Photo credit for this last image to
e-bay seller rmw69.)
Photo 3 – 1963-1967 Corvette Convertible Window Sash
Ends
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What was your first Corvette and why?

What do you think of the new Corvette?

My first Corvette was a Sunflower Yellow 1971 LT-1 coupe that
I purchased in in 1992, and first joined NCRS in 1996. As a carguy since before I was old enough to drive, it had always been
my dream to own a Corvette, and after my first drive in one in
1979, I was hooked.

I am very impressed by the performance, technology, and
features of the C7, it has elevated the Corvette to world-class
super car status.

Why did you sell it?
I sold the LT-1 in 2000 to purchase a 1996 C4 Grand Sport
convertible which I eventually sold in 2007 for a C5 Z06 LeMans
Commemorative. I kept the C5 until 2012 when after a two year
search, I purchased my current Corvette, a 1967 L79 Coupe,
from California.
What is your dream Corvette?
I have restored two Corvettes, (the ‘71 and ‘67) as well as a few
various other classics, all done to original spec, and I think I
would really like someday to do a custom. The idea of a LS5
powered 1969 coupe done up as a pro-touring package would
be a lot of fun!
What is your favourite part of the hobby?
For me, the favourite part of the hobby is spending time with
the many car-people friends I have made over the years. I also
really enjoy attending car shows and club events and especially
cruise nights, during the summer.
Tell the readers your favourite car memory My favourite car memory was frantically completing my 1971
LT-1 project after many months of work late in the evening
of the move-in day of Performance World in 1996, and then
winning the award for “Best Corvette” at that show.

Where do you see the Corvette
NCRS as a hobby?

Hobby in 20 years going -

Over the years that I have been privileged to own my Corvettes
and other specialty cars, I have noticed trends in the hobby,
and also features that have remained stable. I believe that in
the next 20 years members of the car hobby community will
still find ways to get together with each other to enjoy their
rides, either at informal events, cruise nights, club outings,
shows and drives, though the relative popularity of each type
of activity will evolve.
I believe that NCRS will continue to be the leader in organized
Corvette related activities. NCRS has established itself as
the ultimate authority in the education, historic knowledge,
documentation, authentication, and preservation of all things
Corvette, and I expect that this will continue. Through it’s
many chapters, NCRS has provided a means for people who
own and love Corvettes to get together, share knowledge, gain
experience, learn about their cars, and enjoy their Corvettes
together in a friendly and welcoming environment. The sheer
numbers of people that are Corvette enthusiasts and the
number of Corvettes that are out there, should ensure that
whatever changes the hobby many go through in the next 20
years, there will always be owners who will want to get together
to share their fun.
Stu Cork NCRS 27829
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Website Update
The AGM held in November 2016, discussed the current
state of the web site and its current short falls. A small
working group was put together and this group has made
some significant headway, but there is still work to be
done.
2017 is the year that the Ontario Chapter will run
electronically. This has already been implemented with
registering for all judging schools, chapter meets and
events. It’s very simple to do and cuts down on potential
data input errors and ensures that you receive credit
(points) for attending.
Have you visited the Chapter web site lately? It’s more
interactive and is current with events as they occur. Some
examples of this are the Chairman’s message is on the
home page as well as a dropdown box to the entire Spinner
newsletter. You can view the newsletter right on the site
rather than downloading it from your email. There have
been some issues with the size of the recent editions of
the Spinner, so this should alleviate this problem. There is
also a column on the home page that shows the next
upcoming event. There are photos in the gallery tab of the
events just run for your perusal.
The web site can be used as a planning tool for members
as the web site has updates and schedule changes which
members can count on to be timely and accurate. Changes
will be posted, such as a date/time, or change in locations.
Topics of the events and guest speakers will also be
included in the updates. Members are
encouraged to check the web site before
you leave for an event to view these updates.

In closing, if members have photos from an event and
would like them on the Ontario website, please send them
to Stuart Cork at corskan22@gmail.com for uploading into
the Gallery module for future viewing. If you have any
suggestions on what you would like to see on the site,
please let one of the executives know and we look at the
feasibility and benefit of the request. The executive have
worked hard on the Ontario website to bring it to its
current status and would be remiss in not acknowledging
the significant contribution made by Ontario member
Stuart Cork. Stuart has built the site and continues to
monitor it and update it as required. The Ontario Chapter
could not have done this without Stuarts help. If you are
considering building a web site for your business, consider
contacting Stuart and his company Corskan Inc. (905-9461736) for a consultation on your website. If you wish to
speak to any of the committee members they are listed
below.

Committee Members:
Rocco Carella
Andy Goodman
Pat Heimrath		

Stuart Cork
Allan Harris
Murray Sobol

Currently, the Ontario website for
registering for events and renewing
memberships is linked to the National
NCRS web site. By simply clicking on the
link you will be re directed to the correct
location at the National NCRS website.
Once members are on the correct National
web site page they are able to register or
renew as required.
The website administrator is planning to
begin taking on-line ads in the Market
Place module of the website which would
provide members opportunities to buy and
sell vehicles/parts. Each ad will be
assigned a date once uploaded and it will
automatically expire in 6 months. There
will be no automatic renewals after the
6 month period. If you want to continue to
run the ad after the 6 months expire you
will have to re submit the ad. Members can
update, make changes, etc. during the
6 month period if necessary.
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NCRS Ontario 2017 Calendar of Events

Jan 11- 14

Florida Regional

Sun N Fun Airport
Lakeland, Florida

www.ncrs.org/events

Jan 29th

1:00 PM
3:00 PM

Judging School

Rocco' Garage 18
Melanie Dr Unit 2
Brampton

RSVP on-line
www.ncrs.org/events

March 5th

8:00 AM
-12:00 Noon

NCRS Ontario Swap Meet-Vendors must
RSVP

Wilson Niblett
Richmond Hill, ON

RSVP
pat.heimrath@rogers.com

April

1:00 PM
3:00 PM

NCRS Ontario Tech Session and Judging
school

TBD

RSVP on-line
www.ncrs.org/events

May 4-6

Heartland Regional Meet

Iowa Speedway,
Newton, IA

www.ncrs.org/events

May 6

NCRS WNY Chapter Judging Meet

Judging Meet 4646
Lake Rd, williamson,
NY 14589

www.wnyncrs.org

May 19, 20

Michigan Chapter Meet

Les Stanford Annex
13350 Routunda Dr
Dearborn, MI

www.ncrs.org/events

June 9-10

NCRS Ontario Chapter Judging Meet

Wilson Niblett
Richmond Hill, ON

www.ncrs.org/events

June 25th

Road Tour Cruise to Andy Goodman's
Cottage

Crystal Lake

Info & RSVP

July 1st

Canadian Road Tour Begins

Bolton, ON

RSVP
scott1956@ rogers.com

July 9- 14

NCRS National Convention

San Antonio Texas

www.ncrs.org/events

Cruise Night

Boston Pizza, Oakville

www.ncrsontario.org

Aug 10-12

Pittsburg Regional

Altoona, PA

www.ncrsontario.org

Aug 20th

Vettes in the Valley Pig roast, Dogs and
Burgers Eats at 2pm Plenty of off street
parking for specialty cars, BYOB & BYO
chairs please call Scott or Kay 905-8571463 or 416-721-4946 cell

Scott & Kay Sinclair's
Home 153 Old King Rd
Bolton, ON

RSVP
scott1956@ rogers.com

Corvettes at Carlisle

Carlisle Fairgrounds
Carlisle, PA

carlisleevnts.com

NCRS Ontario Fall Road Tour joining
Corvettes for Kids Road Tour)

TBD

www.corvetteforkids.com

NCRS Fall Road Tour

Niagara Wine Country

www.ncrsontario.org

Aug 1 Rain Date
Aug 8

5:00 PM
8:00 PM

12:00
5:00 PM

Aug 24-27
Sept. 10

8:00AM
5:00PM

Sept 30th

Oct 22nd

1:00PM
3:00PM

NCRS Ontario Tech session/ Judging school

Barrie Schram's
Brantford, Ontario

RSVP

Oct 29

TDB

NCRS Ontario Executive Planning Meeting

Rocco' Garage 16
Melanie Dr Suite 200
Brampton

RSVP

Nov-16

1:00PM
3:00PM

NCRS Ontario Annual General Meeting

TBA

Open

Note: Please check website www.ncrsontario.org and Linked-in for updates and changes
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PLATINUM REGIONAL EVENT SPONSOR

The best Vette yet, no matter
what your destination

Eastern Canada’s exclusive Callaway Dealer supercharging
your Corvette, Camaro and full size GMC/Chevy trucks.

The Source.....Canada’s #1 Corvette Store!
10675 Yonge St. Richmond Hill • 905.884.0991 • 1.888.379.8888

wilsonniblett.com • corvettecanada.ca • camarocanada.ca
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Chapter Sponsors

15 Spar Drive, Brampton, ON L6S 6E1
Telephone: (905) 670-9061 Toll Free: (866) 939-9061
Fax: (905) 670-9066 Service: (905) 670-1500
Parts & Warranty: (905) 670-7003
p. 2

|
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Chapter Sponsors

The Spinner newsletter was designed by:

Annual Rates
• 1/2 page $500
• 1/4 page $250
• Business card size $125

Nat Santamaria (905) 639-8531
santades@cogeco.ca
Packaging & graphic design, logos, brochures.
Personal car brochures & car photo illustrations.
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Chapter Sponsors

AUTOMOTIVE REPAIR SERVICE
RESTORATIONS
COLLISION

7926 Highway 7
Markham, Ontario
(905)-294-0724
(905)-294-7873

info@stanspowerpaint.com
www.stanspowerpaint.com
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2016 NCRS Regional Judging Meet

Thanks to our Gold Sponsors

When only the best will do.

The obvious choice

Trailcon Leasing is a nationwide
leader in trailer rental, leasing
and maintenance solutions.
Our transportation industry expertise
and dedication to serving our
customers, has earned and retained
the business partnership of
many of Canada’s largest companies.

trailcon.com

condoprinting.com
AGM MAILINGS • FORMS • SIGNAGE

Providing Specialized And Custom
Business Printing Solutions Since 1987.
Our Professional Printing, Mailing & Finishing Services
Are Tailored To Your Business Needs
Newsletters, Brochures, Product Labels, Mailouts,
Cheques & Business Forms, Architectural Drawings
Tel: (905) 856-6161 • altacopy@gmail.com • www.altacopyandprint.com
12-3850 Steeles Avenue West, Woodbridge, Ontario L4L 4Y6 Canada
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2016 NCRS Regional Judging Meet
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Thanks to our Gold Sponsors
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2016 NCRS Regional Judging Meet

Thanks to our Silver Sponsors

She’s your baby. Protect her like one.
Vintage vehicles require specialized insurance coverage that
isn’t based on cut and dried appraisals. Their owners deserve
specialized roadside service and claims advocates that
understand the challenge of bringing your vintage vehicle
back to life when she’s hurt.
Let the HUB International team be your navigator.
Our specialists know the road.
HUB International HKMB

Matthew Bowden, Manager Private Client Group Toronto
416-597-5652
matthew.bowden@hubinternational.com
Bruce Keilty, Vice Chairman, HUB International HKMB
416-597-4636
bruce.keilty@hubinternational.com

Clark | Borovilos
Financial Group

OVER 60 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE,
FOCUSING ON CREATING
AND PRESERVING WEALTH.

Dino Borovilos, CIM, FCSI, CFP
Portfolio Manager

Ian Clark, CIM
Portfolio Manager

905 337-4447 • cbfg@cibc.ca
CIBC Wood Gundy Oakville Branch, 277 Lakeshore Road East, Oakville, ON
CIBC Wood Gundy is a division of CIBC World Markets Inc., a subsidiary of CIBC and a Member
of the Canadian Investor Protection Fund and Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada.
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2016 NCRS Regional Judging Meet
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Scanned by CamScanner

Thanks to our Silver Sponsors
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2016 NCRS Regional Judging Meet

Thanks to our Silver Sponsors

|
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2016 NCRS Regional Judging Meet
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Thanks to our Bronze Sponsors
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PLATINUM REGIONAL EVENT SPONSOR
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2016 NCRS Regional Judging Meet

The best Vette yet, no matter
what your destination

Eastern Canada’s exclusive Callaway Dealer supercharging
your Corvette, Camaro and full size GMC/Chevy trucks.

The Source.....Canada’s #1 Corvette Store!
10675 Yonge St. Richmond Hill • 905.884.0991 • 1.888.379.8888

wilsonniblett.com • corvettecanada.ca • camarocanada.ca
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